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SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS OF I-E GROUPS
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(Communicated by Lance W. Small)

Abstract. An /- E group is a group G in which the endomorphism near-ring

generated by the inner automorphisms of G equals the endomorphism near-

ring generated by the endomorphisms of G. In this paper we obtain a result

characterizing when a semidirect product of /- E groups of relatively prime

orders is an /- E group. We then use this result to show that a semidirect

product of cyclic groups of relatively prime orders is an /- E group.

1. Introduction

If S is a semigroup of endomorphisms of an additive (but not necessarily

abelian) group G, the set of all maps from G Xo G of the form SxSx H-1- e„sn

where e¡ = ±1 and s¡ e S forms a distributively generated near-ring under

pointwise addition and composition of functions called the endomorphism near-

ring of G generated by S. Indeed, an endomorphism near-ring of G is a
subnear-ring of the near-ring M0(G) consisting of all functions from G to G
which fix the identity element of G.

When S = lnn(G) where lnn(G) denotes the group of inner automorphisms

of G, the endomorphism near-ring generated by S is denoted 1(G) ; when S =

End(G) where End(G) denotes the semigroup of endomorphisms of G, the

near-ring generated by S is denoted E(G). We say that G is an I-E group if
1(G) = E(G). It is easy to see that an abelian group G is an 7- E group if and

only if G is cyclic. The first example of a nonabelian 7- E group is, in effect,

due to Fröhlich in [1] where he showed that if G is a finite nonabelian simple

group, then 1(G) = Mo(G). Since then other nonabelian I-E groups have

come to light. From [2] we see that dihedral groups of order 2« are 7- E when

n is odd. Recently, Malone and Mason have generalized this dihedral result

in [4] by showing that a semidirect product of cyclic groups of relatively prime
orders is I- E when the cyclic normal subgroup is the commutator subgroup.

In [5, Theorem 4.11], it is shown that the symmetric groups S„ are 7- E groups

when n > 5.
Noting the groups in [4] and [5] are semidirect products of I-E groups,

it is natural to ask whether there are any general conditions under which a
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semidirect product of I- E groups is an 7- E group. We cannot always have

such a semidirect product being an I- E group since dihedral groups of order

2/j are not 7-is when n is even by [3], but what about when the factors

have relatively prime orders? In the next section, we shall show that if G is

the semidirect product of a normal 7- E group H and an I- E group K

with (\H\, \K\) = I, Xhe problem of determining when G is I-E reduces to

considering whether one endomorphism lies in 1(G), namely, the projection of

G onto K. We then use this result in the third and final section of this paper

to prove that the semidirect product of two cyclic groups of relatively prime

orders is I-E, thereby eliminating the assumption in [4] that the normal cyclic

subgroup is the commutator subgroup. However, after we complete this proof,

we shall point out that the cyclic subgroups may be reselected so that they still

have relatively prime orders and the normal one is the commutator subgroup.

2. Semidirect products of i- E groups

As promised in the introduction, we prove the following theorem, the proof

of which makes use of Hall n -subgroups of n -separable groups. Our reference

on these matters will be [6, Section 9.1].

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that G is the semidirect product of a normal subgroup H

and a subgroup K where (\H\, \K\) = 1 and H and K are I-E groups. If
e is the projection from G onto K given by (h + k)e = k where h e H and

k e K, then G is an I- E group if and only if e e 1(G).

Proof. Of course the endomorphism e is certainly in 7(G) when G is an I-E
group, so that the main part of the proof is to obtain the converse. To this end,

let n denote the set of primes of |77| in which case H is a Hall n -subgroup
of G, K is a Hall n' -subgroup of G, and G is n -separable.

Let a e End(G). We must show a e 1(G). Write

a = (1 — e)a + ea.

Note that H is the unique Hall n -subgroup of G since all Hall n -subgroups

of G are conjugate [6, 9.1.6]. Since Ha is a it -subgroup of G, another

application of 9.1.6 of [6] gives us that Ha lies in some Hall n -subgroup of

G and hence iia ç H. Thus

a \h=(1 -e)a\HeL:nd(H).

Since H is an 7- E group, we have

(1 -e)a\H=r

for some r e 1(H). As r consists of sums and differences of inner automor-
phisms of H, we may view r = r |# where r e 1(G). Now we have

(l-e)o = (l-«)r,

for if g e G, writing g = h + k where h e H and k e K gives us

g(l -e)a = ha = hf = g(l - e)r.

Hence (1 - e)a = (l -e)rel(G).
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Next we consider ea. Note that Gea is a n' -subgroup of G. Applying

9.1.6 of [6] yet one more time, we have that Gea is contained is some Hall

n' -subgroup K' of G and that K = (K')g for some g e G. Letting t denote

the inner automorphism of G induced by g and ß = at, the proof will be

complete if we show eß e 1(G).

We have eß \¡re lznd(K) and hence

eß \k=s

where s e I(K). As we did with f earlier, we have s = s \k for some s e 1(G)

and we find eß = es e 1(G), completing the proof,   o

A corollary we shall need in the next section is:

Corollary 2.2. If G is the direct product of H and K where both H and K
are I-E groups and if (\H\, \K\) = 1, then G is an I-E group.

Proof. Suppose \H\ = n and \K\ = m.   Letting k be an integer such that

kn = 1 mod m, we have e = kn • I e 1(G).   o

3. Semidirect products of cyclic groups

Suppose that our group G is a semidirect product of a cyclic normal sub-
group H and a cyclic subgroup K. Our goal in this section is to show that if

(\H\, \K\) = 1, then G is an 7-is group. Since H and K are 7-is groups,
we will want to show that the projection e of Theorem 2.1 is in 1(G).

We will need a preliminary lemma in the case when H is a p -group. Its proof

will depend on some facts about the automorphism group of H, Aut(ü), when

i/ is a cyclic p -group which can be gleaned from pages 120 and 121 of [7].

First, if \H\ = pn , then

| Aut(77)| =/>"-'(/>-1).

In addition, if p is odd and H = (a):
(i) AuX(H) = (a) x (ß) with aa = (1 + p)a and aß = ka where k e Z is a

unit of order p - 1 in Zp..

(ii) \a\ =p"-x and \ß\ =p- 1 .
Further, an examination of the construction of ß reveals:

(iii) k is a unit of order p - 1 in Zp .
To see (iii), we observe that ß is constructed by first choosing an integer m

which generates the unit group of Zp so that m has order p - 1 modulo p .

In the unit group of Zp* which has order p"~x(p - 1), m has order p'(p - 1)

for some 0 < i < n. We then use mp' for k. The order of k in the unit

group of Zp is p - 1 by Fermat's Little Theorem.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that G is the semidirect product of a normal subgroup

H and a subgroup K where H is a cyclic p -group and (\H\, \K\) = 1. If
be K, then either [H,b] = 0 or {H,b] = H where {H, b] denotes the set of
commutators {h , b], h e H.

Proof. Suppose [H, b] ¿ 0. Let H = (a) and \H\ = pn. If t denotes the
automorphism that b induces on H by conjugation, then |t| divides p - 1

since (|77|, \K\) = 1, and hence p is odd. Also, using the notation preceeding

this lemma, r e (ß). Suppose ax = ja where j is an integer. Then j = k1
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where 0 < / < p - I by (i). By (iii), we have j = s + tp with s, t e Z where

1 < s < p . Hence j-l=s-l + tpis relatively prime to p , and consequently

{a, b] = -a + ax = (j - l)a

is a generator for H. From the commutator identity

(1) {x + y,z] = {x, z]y + {y,z],

it follows that {H,b] = H.   n

Now we are ready for:

Theorem 3.2. If G is the semidirect product of a cyclic normal subgroup H and

a cyclic subgroup K where (\H\, \K\) = 1, then G is an I-E group.

Proof. Suppose 77 = (a) and K = (b). We have that if P is a Sylow subgroup

of H, then either {P, b] = 0 or {P, b] = P by Lemma 3.1. Let 77» denote the
sum of such Sylow subgroups P with {P, b] = 0 and 772 the sum of those with

{P,b] = P. Note that G is the direct product of H2 + K and 77- . Further
(\H2 + K\, \Hx\) = 1, so that by Corollary 2.2 it suffices to show H2 + K is
an 7- E group. To put it another way, we might as well assume 77- = 0 and

772 = i7.

Since {P, b] = P for each Sylow subgroup P of 77, it follows from the

commutator identity in equation (1) that {H, b] = H and that {a, b] generates

77. Writing ab = ja where j is an integer in which case {a, b] = (j - l)a and

denoting the order of 77 by n , we then have that (j - 1, n) = 1. Letting m be

an integer such that m(j - 1) = 1 mod n , x denote the inner automorphism

that b induces on G, and e be the projection in Theorem 2.1, the reader can

check that e = -jm(x - 1) + x. Thus e e 1(G) as required.   □

Looking back through the proof of Theorem 3.2, note that G is the semidirect

product of the cyclic subgroups H2 and K + 77t which have relatively prime

orders and that G' = H2. Consequently, Malone and Mason did have Theorem
3.2 in [4], but were unaware of it.
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